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1.Sound’s personalities 
(Interactive Installation Art)

2 Sound’s as Instrument Communicate 
Experimental Interactive sound collection(VR Video)

3  Noise! 
Soundscape  

4 N(A) Cappella  
musical collaborative work APP

5 AFurnished 
Spatial Measurement AR APP

6 Scientific Sonification Installation Art

7 Virtual Tour(sightiseeing+estate sell)

8 “La Selva” Adventure 
VR game& Sonic Experience in Tropical

Interactive Sonic Possibilities



8 “La Selva” Adventure 
VR game& Sonic Experience in Tropical

Concept:
       This virtual reality game created an immersive virtual forest world that could visualize the Francisco 
 Lopez "La Selva " tropical soundscape, which engages audiences into an interactive sonic experience, and 
provides a opened "compositional decision" perspective of  nature sound. 

Overview:

Artistry
problem solving

competitors

scientificsonic

Key Features
academic



VR game& Sonic Experience in Tropical

Research：
Sonic experience is unique to individuals. 
Jonathan Sterne wrote in his book"The 
Audible Past" indicate 
this point of  view.  

Also, by rethink sound's nature, of  
Forests Fallen Tress or any 
phenomenologies, I find that sonic awar- 
eness is super objective when senses 
flow as cultural differences and time 
changes.  

But, in Jonathan's words," There's no 
scientific basis for asserting that the use 
of  one sense atrophies 
 another." 

Documentation:

User Testing Demo 
https://youtu.be/YHnGHGIYi9Y

Credit: 
Sound Track: Opening Game Loop-Nature-Yuzi 

Ambience-Reproduced from “La Selca” 
User texting Background Music-Freesound.org

Feedback&Future Improvement:

1 keyboard control probably cause dizzy after ten min. 

2 jump from high to down And hit W run, with the sonic sound effect.(winds) is creative&fun. 

3 add some fade in & out with the character movement(smooth).

https://youtu.be/YHnGHGIYi9Y
http://Music-Freesound.org


1.Sounds’ personalities 
(Interactive Installation Art)Concept:

       by attaches virtual elements(color) to sound, to symbolize sounds’ personalities. And build an accessible 
fundamental interactive music composing tool, to allow people take part in a live music performance even 
without any music background

Overview:

Artistry
problem solving

competitors

scientificsonic

Key Features
academic

To do:
some colorful plastic component arranged by its color (one side painted in rainbow pattern) 

1、Each component could create a shadow by lighting it up trough a particular angle. And the shadows forms a  
sound wavelength shape on a wall. The larger the shadows forms, the louder the volume of a  

sound source is.(按键精灵Quick Macro，interface-程序接⼝口) 
2、The distance between component and light could be controlled by user’s signal. They could send  

signals by scanning a QR code and access the color panel. 
3、In the color panel. They will answer a question by choosing a color or  

even create a unique color of their own. 
The questions will be classified in 4 categories: 

That’s Nature Soundscape(what the color does a bird sounds like to you, 
 the brighter the color is the keynotes the sounds becomes) 

Orchestral 
pop/electronic 

laughter(different cultural aspect)



Interactive Installation ArtResearch：
By linking the color and the music, 
(virtual and sound), and create different 
styles of  music, to invoke Mladen Dolar’s 
theory: sounds (as instruments) has 
personalities in his book “A Voice and 
Nothing more” . 

Providing a rethink, What’s the definition 
of  Music? R.Murray Schafer treats the 
world as a macrocosmic musical 
composition. John Cage said:”Music is 
sounds, sounds around us whether we’re 
in or out of  concert halls: cf. Thoreau 

Probably, by understanding sounds' 
personalities. Anyone could be the 
musician who could write the new 
orchestra, sonic universe 

Documentation:
to be continued...



2 Sound’s as Instrument Communicate 
Experimental Interactive sound collection(VR Video) 

Concept:
Our sonic environment was build up as a musical composing way, thus. we are hearing all frequency each and  
every day within threshold of  hearing, sometimes even beyond 
What’s the sonic experience like to people who has hearing difficulties or psychologically suffering or hearing overload? 
The sounds’ personalities brings up the meaning of  a sounds’ existence. 

Overview:

Artistry
problem solving

competitors

scientificsonic

Key Features
academic

Todo 
using post-production technique to reproduce sonic environment of people 

 has the hearing issue. Sound as signifiers to deaf people.  
Foley artist glasses break tricks on the street.Record  

a bassoon sound, analysis it’s frequency. And  
reduce the same frequency sounds in daily  

sonic life. or using instruments to create 
 some bioacoustics pieces.

binaural recording+ 
360 Video Cam



Experimental Interactive sound collection(VR Video)
Research：
Sounds as instruments or even noise has 
personalities. The personalities brings up 
meaning of  existence.  

We has right to like or unlike the 
personalities. Or even blocked it out off  
your life. But admit it or not, we are 
already seeing sounds or sounds like an 
instruments serves as communication. 
Mladen Dolar,”A Voice And Nothing More” 
And it’s because of  that communication 
make the sound ( instrument) necessary. 

The voice as the breath of  god, the voice 
as unseen, but unique. Adriana Cavarero, 
‘For More Than One Voice” 
experimental video =speech(foley) can 
lie but voice (sound as signifier) can’t 

Documentation
Have you ever noticed that the hearing overload caused by city noise? 

Is that sounds as noise differs to people in different culture aspect? 
Sounds could not be entirely described precisely due to individuals have his or  

her unique sonic experiences.
Violent as one layer wind

Bassoon

Hearing loss(High freq)
Hearing Overload
SPD Sensory processing disorder

https://soundcloud.com/
guo-yuffie/bassoon1-
lack-of-medium-freq-on-
street

https://youtu.be/
luOmQDALX6k

“Lie Trust&Truth-ep3-Truth"Click to see demo 7:55-8:09

https://soundcloud.com/guo-yuffie/bassoon1-lack-of-medium-freq-on-street
https://youtu.be/luOmQDALX6k
https://vimeo.com/151882252


3  Noise! 
     Soundscape Concept:

       By moving a "noisy" soundscape from history into modern life. To re-creating the sonic environment by the 
muti-channel speaker system. And show the audience(people pass street) how noise is getting louder and louder as 
time nowadays. (Low-frequency noise physically influences) Brings up the importance to reduce noise in our sonic 
life and embrace Nature.

Overview:

Artistry
problem solving

competitors

scientificsonic

Key Features
academic

40s  

60sbaby boom  

80s



Research：
"The Soundscape of  Modernity" 
Emily Thompson 

In her book, She brings up such point of  view, 
thus, as the wheel of  history rotating forward, 
the soundscape of  modern cities has become 
louder and louder. And most of  it is because of  
Noise.  

Which made me wonder, is that true? 
Why don't we build up a counter point of  time 
and space and present noises in history all in 
once and let the passenger feel or judge that? 

There are few websites that have some 
soundscape in roaring twenties  
http://vectorsdev.usc.edu/NYCsound/777b.html 
http://news.wbfo.org/post/sounds-new-york-city-
circa-1920 

Documentation：

 Noise! Soundscape 

作图由Zhu协助完成



4 N(A) Cappella  
Vocal Artist  collaborative work APP

Concept:
      Musician platform+Live A Cappella Band 
      Match sound’s Frequency

Overview:

Artistry
problem solving

competitors

scientificsonic

Key Features
academic

Future: instrumental\Live band



Research：
A theory from Junhua Wei, the top-class foley sound artist 
in China.  
Sound that has similar frequency is easy to create an 
illusion which could convince people to believe it's realistic 
when attached to the image. 

I realized that the similarities of sound's frequency are not 
only important in sound design for film. It could probably 
also used in other fields.  

Then my teacher from sonic branding workshop, the 
founder of "where listen.com" told me Baidu's AI could 
compose. There allows me to see how a computer could 
handle vast amount audio date today. 

So after meeting a few friends of mine in computer 
engineering and mechanical engineering field. I think that 
it's possible to create an app that allows collect sound and 
auto analysis the sound's frequency in server side, which 
eventually allows matching user's like.

Documentation：

Vocal Artist collaborative work APP



5 AFurnished 
Spatial Measurement AR APP

Concept:

Overview:

Artistry
problem solving

competitors

scientificsonic

Key Features
academic

       Camera-Ready Spatial Measurement App. Using it to arrange furniture's in a calculated position and 
plan out the space wisely. It's also a guide to purchasing the perfect one. A solution for a crowded city like 
Hongkong and Toyoko.

User Interface Design
 User Test&Feedback



Research：
competitor:Ikea AR

Documentation
Spatial Measurement AR APP

Users could upload several pictures, 
allows phones to calculate the depth of a 
field.Also by type in the length weight and 
height of the space, the app could 
calculate the general spatial arrangement  
when user drags in virtul furniture model. 
When the position is two cro-wded, there 
will be an red area alert pops up.

When use using model to arrange the 
space. They could also upload the 
statistics of furniture’s size. And then 
upload it to the cloud to find the matched 
sofa model categorized in 100-80% 
similarities。 

And the app could capture the size information between several online stores.  
Which allowed comparison in prize or review(e.g., data matches on Amazon)



6 Scientific Sonification 
Installation Art（Live Performance）Concept:

       Sonic Branding the scientific world. Make people aware that sonification is as important as visualization in 
the world of  science.

Overview:

Artistry
problem solving

competitors

scientificsonic

Key Features
academic



Scientific Sonification 
Installation Art（Live Performance）

Research：
I took part in an event on NU campus 
which allows scientist meet composers. 
Those filed listed is still blank in 
sonification. 
1.galaxy 
2. solar panel 
3 Valleytronics 
4 nanofluidics 
5 multifunctional urban green space 
6 graviton wave 

Documentation

to be continued...

 My opinion is like one of the speaker said. DATA and Frequency. 
After 1982, when there's shift from analog composing to digital composing. 
MiDI invented. So we could use 1 and 0 to represent music in compiters. So 
certainly there's a way to let PC translate the data in a science project in to 
MIDI controllers, and transfer it into sounds ALso，I think that all the 0 and 1 s 
could also be manually transformed into beats. 

For melody. any frequencies could contributes. Or even laser, with no sound. 
But we could use instruments to symbolized how the laser cut into the air or hit 
a surface burn something. It's just like the sound design a muted movie.  In 
sound design field, there's a rule. If you want to record the sound of wind. Do 
no put the microphone into wind drienctly. But put it in a space or near a 
surface where winds (air molecue) bounces. So I guess as long as we 
analysis how the scientific object's physical changes or shape changes 
happened. We could find an sound source to symbolized that.



7 Virtual Tour 
(sightiseeing+estate sell)

Concept:

Overview:

Artistry
problem solving

competitors

scientificsonic

Key Features
academic

A collaborative VR tour for local's travel agency company and Estate-selling 
company. 
(This is done when I work as Intern. I cat split too much)



Virtual Tour Research：
Documentation:



Interactive , Live Performance, Installation, Film and Game….

Sonic Possibilities

https://yuziguoreel.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/script-cat-vr.pdf


Thanks for Watching 

Yuzi Guo 
yuziguo2017@u.northwestern.edu

mailto:yuziguo2017@u.northwestern.edu?subject=

